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Abstract. In the last years, forest fire spread simulators have proven to
be very promising tools in the fight against these disasters. Due to the ne-
cessity to achieve realistic predictions of the fire behavior in a relatively
short time, execution time may be reduced. Moreover, several studies
have tried to apply the computational power of GPUs (Graphic Proces-
sors Units) to accelerate the simulation of the propagation of fires. Most
of these studies use forest fires simulators based on Cellular Automata
(CA). CA approaches are fast and its parallelization is relatively easy;
conversely, they suffer from precision lack. Elliptical wave propagation is
an alternative approach for performing more reliable simulations. Unfor-
tunately, its higher complexity makes their parallelization challenging.
Here we explore two different parallel strategies based on Elliptical wave
propagation forest fire simulators; the multicore architecture of CPU
(Central Processor Unit) and the computational power of GPUs to im-
prove execution times. The aim of this work is to assess the performance
of the simulation of the propagation of forest fires on a CPU and a GPU,
and finding out when the execution on GPU is more efficient than on
CPU. In this study, a fire simulator has been designed based on the ba-
sic model for one point evolution in the FARSITE simulator. As study
case, a synthetic fire with an initial circular perimeter has been used;
the wind, terrain and vegetation conditions have been maintained con-
stant throughout the simulation. Results highlighted that GPUs allow
obtaining more accurate results while reducing the execution time of the
simulations.
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1 Introduction

The impact and the damage caused by Forest Fires has been increasing signif-
icantly over the last years. In the last decades, several fire spread models have
been developed and implemented in computing simulators to help control centers
in taking the adequate decisions. However, wildfires are complex systems char-
acterized by a stochastic behaviour, with a large number of involved variables.
Accurate simulators tend to take longer execution times. So, their effectiveness
in real-time prediction is reduced. In order to improve the performance of fire
spread simulators, several strategies have been developed to reduce the execu-
tion time without altering the accuracy of the simulations. In this context, some
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studies apply multicore architectures by increasing computational power, raising
the number of CPUs, [3], [2], [1]. At the same time, the increase in the compu-
tational power of the Graphical Processing Units (GPUs) has turned them into
an ideal tool for the modelling of complex systems. Different works have been
carried out to apply the computational capacity of GPUs to accelerate the sim-
ulation of forest fire behavior [13], [11], [5], [8], [9]. These works have focused on
the application on simulators based on Cellular Automata (CA). The main prob-
lem is that the simulators based on the CA approach have low intrinsic accuracy.
Simulators based on the Huygens principle, or Elliptical Wave Propagation, have
higher precision than those based on CA; however, their execution time is higher.
In the present work, we focused on FARSITE (Fire Area Simulator) [6], which
is a forest fire simulator based on the Elliptical Wave Propagation. Two different
parallelizations are proposed; on the one hand, we have extracted the FARSITE
simulation kernel and implemented it in OpenMP (Open Multi-Processing) [4],
which is a set of compiler directives, library routines, and environment variables
that can be used in any multicore CPU. On the other hand, we used CUDA
(Compute Unified Device Architecture) to execute the simulation kernel in GPU.
The aim of this work is to evaluate the performance of the two parallel strategies
and analyse when the execution of one is more efficient than the other. As a first
approach to the problem, a synthetic fire is used, which consists of a circular
front in flat terrain, with constant wind speed, wind direction and the vegeta-
tion conditions throughout the simulation. To be able to compare the different
executions (GPU and CPU) the simulations have been performed with different
time propagation, in order to analyze in which conditions the execution in the
CPU is more efficient than the execution in GPU. This paper is organized as
follows. In section 2 the principal characteristics of FARSITE are presented. Sec-
tion 3 details the methodology used. Section 4 presents the experimental results
and, finally, section 5 summarizes the main conclusions and future work.

2 FARSITE Forest Spread Simulator

FARSITE is a simulator which spreads the front of the fire resolving Rothermel’s
equation [12]. The Rothermel’s model is formulated in the following way:

R = R0 · (−→n +
−→
φ w +

−→
φ s) (1)

where R0 represents the rate of spread in a particular point with no wind
and no slope, −→n is the normal direction to the fire perimeter on that particular
point, −→φ w is the wind factor and −→φ s the slope factor. In the Elliptical Wave
Propagation, the perimeter of the fire is divided into series of points, [10]. To
obtain the evolution of the fire perimeter, an ellipse is generated for each point.
The shape of the ellipses is determined by the local characteristics at each point.
In this way, the new perimeter is obtained by joining the obtained ellipses, see
Figure 1(a).

In FARSITE there are three different parameters which have a direct impact
on the resolution and, therefore, on the execution time [7], see Figure 1(b):
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(a) Elliptical wave propagation
from t1 to t2.

(b) Graphic representation of time step
(Black), Perimeter Resolution (Green)
and Distance Resolution (Red), [7].

Fig. 1. Forest Fires Spread Simulator.

– Time Step: The time step is the maximum amount of time that the condi-
tions at a given point are assumed constant so that the position of the fire
front can be projected.

– Perimeter Resolution: The perimeter resolution determines the maximum
distance between points used to define the fire perimeter. The perimeter
resolution controls the ability of a fire perimeter to respond to heterogeneities
occurring at a fine scale.

– Distance Resolution: The distance resolution is the maximum projected
spread distance from any perimeter point. This distance cannot be exceeded
in a time step before new local data are used to compute the spread rate.

The precision of FARSITE is directly proportional to the number of points in
which the fire front is split. The higher the number of points in the fire perimeter
(low Perimeter Resolution), the more detail can be reproduced the fire fronts
behaviour, consequently, the accuracy of the simulation will be better; therefore,
the execution time is longer.

3 Parallelization of Forest Fire Simulator

We extracted the FARSITE simulation kernel and re-implemented in parallel
into the FARSITE body. When the fire is propagated in serial, at each time
iteration the propagation of the points is done sequentially. Consequently, when
the number of points to expand increases, the execution time also increases pro-
portionally. So, simulations with high resolutions provide long execution times,
which limits their use in real situations. In the parallel implementations, the
point propagation was carried out in parallel. At each time iteration, each thread
computes the spread of a single point. When the evolution of all points is fin-
ished, the threads are synchronised, and the spread in the next time iteration is
performed. All calculations were performed in double precision.

In order to parallelize the code on CPU, we have re-written the simulation
kernel code thoroughly with OpenMP. For implementing the code on GPU ac-
celerators, the simulation kernel code has been re-written with CUDA. All data
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are copied at the beginning of the simulation from the Host to Device. However,
the perimeter data is copied from the Device to the Host at the final of each
time iteration. Each thread only computes the evolution of one single point. We
are interested in the evolution of the throughput in a series of simulations with
increasing the number of points; we look for the number of points on which the
execution in the GPU is faster than the CPU or when the number of propagated
points per second is higher in the GPU than in the CPU.

As a first approximation, a synthetic fire was used with an initial circular
perimeter. In this particular case, it has been considered a flat terrain, with
homogeneous vegetation and constant wind speed and wind direction during the
whole simulation.

4 Experimental Study and Results

All calculations reported here were performed using a single GPU and single
CPU; we measured the serial CPU performance using a single core, 2, 4 and
6 cores. As execution platform, we have used an Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E5-
2620 v3 @ 2.40GHz, with 6 cores and for the GPU simulations, a GeForce RTX
2080 Ti with 4352 CUDA cores was used. The tested propagation times were
1, 2, 5 and 10 hours. The Perimeter Resolution was modified in each execution
by increasing two thousand points at each simulation, so the extreme cases are
2, 000 and 184, 000 points. The higher the number of points, the higher resolution
employed for the simulation.

Figure 2 displays the number of points per second of the CPU implementa-
tions and the GPU implementation for the different propagation time. In Figure
2(a) we can see that above 132, 000 perimeter points, the GPU implementation
is more efficient than the Serial implementation. However, for this propagation
time, all the OpenMP implementations are faster than the GPU application. It
can observe that we are in front of a compute-bound problem, so the CPU is
quickly saturated in all cases (below 8, 000 points), while the number of propa-
gated points per second grows linearly in the GPU implementation. For 1 hour
of propagation time, the OpenMP implementations compute more points per
second, which means that the OpenMP implementations are more efficient than
the GPU implementation. Moreover, we see that the maximum number of prop-
agated points per second decrease faster for all CPU implementations when the
propagation time increase than for the GPU. Figure 3(a) shows the maximum
propagated points per second for all implementations. It can be seen how the
maximum of propagated points per second for each implementation decreases
when the time of propagation is increased.

Figure 3(b) shows the number of points from which the efficiency of the
GPU is higher than the efficiency of the CPU. This number depends on the
propagation time of the fire. The longer the time propagation of the simulated
fire is, the less number of perimeter points is necessary so that the execution in
the GPU is faster than the CPU.
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(a) 1 hour of fire propagation. (b) 2 hour of fire propagation.

(c) 5 hour of fire propagation. (d) 10 hour of fire propagation.

Fig. 2. Points per second depending on the number of perimeter points by the CPU
and GPU.

Table 1. Number of points from which the execution in the GPU is more efficient than
the CPU execution in Serial and with 2, 4, and 6 cores.

Propagation
time

Number of Points
Serial 2 Cores 4 Cores 6 Cores

1 hour 132, 000
2 hours 66, 000 112, 000
5 hours 28, 000 44, 000 70, 000 74, 000
10 hours 14, 000 22, 000 34, 000 38, 000

In Figure 4 we can see the speed up of the GPU implementation against
OpenMP implementation with 6 threads when the fire front is split in 184, 000
perimeter points. We saw that, when we simulated propagation time below two
hours, the execution in the CPU is faster when 6 threads are used. Nonetheless,
above this propagation time, the execution of the GPU implementation is the
fastest one.

5 Conclusions and Future Work

The computational capabilities of GPUs make them ideal for the simulation of
any complex system. In our case, we have focused on the study of forest fire
propagation simulators based on the Elliptical Wave Propagation, in particular,
FARSITE. In this work, a synthetic fire has been used, with constant wind and
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(a) Number maximum of points per second
depending on the propagation time.

(b) Number of points from which the GPU
is faster than the CPU.

Fig. 3. Execution performance of the different Forest Fire Spread implementations.

Fig. 4. Speed Up of the GPU implementation versus OpenMP implementation with 6
threads when 184, 000 perimeter points are used.

vegetation conditions throughout the simulation. The obtained results demon-
strated that the use of the GPU open a new way of approaching forest fire spread
simulation in the sense that we expect to get more accurate results and, at the
same time, faster and, therefore operationally simulation time.

According to the study carried out, for long fire propagation simulations,
the GPU implementation is more efficient than the OpenMP implementation.
Moreover, GPU is better than CPU when we face compute-bound. We also
highlighted that the number of propagated points per second by the GPU is
much higher than the number of spread points per second in the CPU in all
cases, so the efficiency of the GPU is higher than the CPU.

Future work will be oriented to increase the efficiency of the GPU implemen-
tation and use real fires to determine under in which conditions it is better to
do the propagation of the fire front in the GPU.
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